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Abstract: Recent years have witnessed an increasing number of electric bicycles on the roads and a
rise in the number of road crashes involving e-bicyclists. There are various causes of road crashes
involving e-bicyclists. Out of the total number of fatalities in traffic, bicyclists account for 9% in the
Republic of Serbia. Road crashes occurring when motor vehicles overtake bicyclists make up 13%
of the total number of road crashes involving bicyclists. Having in mind the above-mentioned, an
experimental study has been conducted in order to analyze whether the use of helmets and reflective
vests, different vehicle categories, and the speed of electric bicycles affect the lateral distance when
overtaking e-bicycles. This research analyzed the lateral distance of 1228 vehicles overtaking an
e-bicyclist. There are statistically significant differences in the lateral distance when overtaking an
e-bicycle regarding helmet use, different vehicle categories overtaking the e-bicycle, and different
speeds of the e-bicycle. The results showed that a faster speed of an e-bicycle led to a shorter lateral
distance when overtaking it and that SUV drivers (along with motorcycle drivers) had the shortest
lateral distance when overtaking e-bicycles.

Keywords: e-bicycles; road safety; helmets; e-bicycle speed; overtaking an e-bicyclist

1. Introduction

The use of e-bicycles in traffic is growing [1–4] because they are becoming increasingly
popular in the transportation of passengers and goods [4–6]. In the previous literature,
the authors most frequently mention the following advantages of using e-bicycles: the
positive impact on the e-bicyclist’s health [7–14], the facilitation of cycling for the elderly
and people with certain physical disabilities [7,8,10,14,15], less physical effort required for
cycling [10,13], the introduction of physical activities in everyday life [3,8,9], travelling
longer distances [10,13,16], the realization of a larger number of shorter trips in the city [16],
as well as the faster movement speed [13], and the decrease in travel time [10].

The conducted studies mention certain disadvantages and obstacles regarding the
use of e-bicycles: the change in traffic flow dynamics, which can result in a change in the
modes of regulation and control traffic flow [5], sudden innovations/changes in urban
transport development strategies and strong competition with other means of transport [17],
compromising traffic safety [13,18], a negative impact on the environment in terms of the
battery production and disposal [10,18–20], a limited operation range [13,21,22], low battery
capacity [3], battery life [22], payload [21], high cost [3,10,13], maintenance [22], a heavy
weight [3,13,22], risk of theft [3,13], lack of infrastructure [3], requirements related to safe
parking [10], etc.
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One specific form of the bicycle–vehicle interaction that warrants further investigation,
is the overtaking behaviour of motorized vehicles relative to cyclists. According to research
by Dozza [5,23], the minimum lateral clearance of a vehicle while overtaking a cyclist is a
key indicator of cyclists’ safety. In Belgium, a minimum lateral clearance distance of 100 cm
in the built-up area and 150 cm outside the built-up area has been included in the traffic
Law. Different standards apply in different countries, so each country has to be looked
at separately. For example, in France, the same standards as in Belgium are applied, but
in the Netherlands and the UK, there are no standards, and in other countries such as
Spain, 150 cm is used as the standard [24]. In the Republic of Serbia, the country where this
research was conducted, the law does not define the minimum distance for vehicles when
overtaking (e-)bicycles.

Hereafter, this study shows how the speed of e-bicycles and the lateral distance when
overtaking (e-bicycles), as well as the use of a helmet and a reflective vest, affect the safety
of e-cyclists. The review and analysis of the aforementioned items can provide insight
relevant both for scientific and educational purposes and for identifying legal solutions, as
well as for the development of traffic policies.

1.1. Effect of (Electric) Bicycle Speed

Today, e-bicycles are becoming increasingly popular for everyday use. Due to the fact
that they can go faster than traditional bicycles, the road safety of e-bicyclists causes a lot of
concern. Rodier et al. [25] conducted a study which did not indicate any difference between
the collisions involving e-bicycles and the collisions involving bicycles at low speeds. It
should be noted that, when it comes to e-bicycles, there were more recorded collisions with
“heavy vehicles” (buses and trucks) and fewer collisions with “light” vehicles (automobiles
and vans), than was the case for bicycles [5]. From the analytical perspective, road crashes
between bicycles and other categories of road users are of interest since serious injuries
and deaths occur frequently [5,26]. Examining e-bicyclist safety in China, Cherry [1]
concluded that e-bicyclists had a somewhat higher fatality rate than bicyclists. In their study,
Dozza et al. [5] state that e-bicycles “have conflicts” with motor vehicles more frequently
than bicycles. These conflicts can be consequences of the driver’s error, i.e., incorrect
expectations regarding the behaviour of other road users. These wrong expectations occur
due to the fact that e-bicyclists resemble bicyclists but often travel at faster speeds. Drivers
have less time to notice e-bicyclists and often underestimate their speed. In addition, the
same study states that e-bicyclists cover larger distances than conventional bicyclists, while
the number of “critical” situations is directly proportional to distance. Namely, a larger
number of kilometres covered by an e-bicycle at faster speeds can explain a larger number
of “critical” events [5] and a higher risk of participating in road crashes by e-bicyclists.
Drivers of e-bikes have a considerably higher risk for serious single-vehicle collisions
in road traffic compared to conventional bicycle drivers (according to Dozza et al. [5],
45.4 vs. 16.8 single-vehicle collisions with serious or fatal injury per one hundred million
kilometres). The higher speed of e-bikes compared to bicycles might be an explanation for
this result [5,27,28]. Schleinitz et al. [29] state that the error of the other participant was
determined in 70% of road crashes including e-bicyclists. The error of the other participant
amounted to 60% in road crashes involving bicyclists, which also confirms the fact that e-
bicyclists have a higher risk of participating in road crashes. On the other hand, the degree
of motorization is increasing, and the use of e-vehicles is increasing (which have better
acceleration than traditional vehicles, on the one hand, while on the other hand, they have
less noise, which reduces the possibility of perceiving the e-vehicles by other participants in
traffic), while the promotion of e-bikes as a sustainable mode of transportation is a general
trend in the world.

For these reasons, but also due to the trend of increasing use of e- bicycles, as well
as due to the increasing speeds that e-bicycle develop (using improved batteries, aerody-
namics, etc.), it is necessary to examine how motorists behave when overtaking e-bicycles
(different speeds), from the aspect of lateral distance when overtaking.
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1.2. Overtaking and Lateral Distance

According to the law of the country where the research was conducted (Serbia),
overtaking in traffic represents the act of one road user passing the other road user travelling
in the same direction on a road [30]. Road crashes involving motor vehicles overtaking
bicyclists make up 13% of the total number of road crashes involving bicyclists [31]. Road
crashes involving a motor vehicle and a bicyclist travelling in the same direction most
frequently result in serious injuries [32]. The reports on road crashes, presented in the study
of Walker and Jones [31], state that certain vehicle categories, particularly buses, were the
most represented in road crashes involving bicyclists which happened while overtaking. In
addition, Parkin and Meyers [33] showed that a motor vehicle’s overtaking lateral distance
from a bicyclist depended on the vehicle type and that the marked cycle lanes on the road
did not ensure a greater lateral distance between the overtaking motor vehicle and the
bicyclist in all conditions. Overtaking lateral distance from the bicyclist was shorter in
the case of passing motorcycles than in the case of cars and light goods vehicles, while
the lateral stability of the bicyclists was weaker when they were overtaken by buses [34].
The results of Walker’s [35] study showed that the conducted research did not lead to
the conclusion that bicyclists were safer if they drove closer to the edge of the road. If
they drive close to the edge of the road, their safety could be additionally jeopardized by
drainage grids, road cracks, car doors, etc.

1.3. Helmet and Reflective Vests

The research by Walker [35] showed that the lateral distance of motor vehicles overtak-
ing bicyclists was significantly shorter when the bicyclists wore protective helmets than the
lateral distance in the situations when bicyclists did not wear protective helmets. However,
a repeated analysis of 2355 events of motor vehicles overtaking bicyclists, as described by
Walker, included data regarding the bicyclist’s distance to the edge of the road, vehicle size
and colour, observed city, period of the day, whether the overtaking occurred on cycle lanes,
and whether the bicyclist wore a protective helmet. This re-analysis showed that there was
no correlation between wearing a helmet and the close passing of motor vehicles [35,36].
Different countries have different legislation regarding obligatory helmet wearing while
cycling. On the other hand, there is a lack of consensus in the research literature regarding
bicycle helmet use, as described in recent studies [37,38].

In order to be more conspicuous, bicyclists should wear reflective vests or high-
visibility bicycle clothing [39]. A study conducted by Lahrmann et al. [39] examined the
impact of light-coloured clothing/vests on reducing the number of cyclists’ road crashes.
The results showed that the vest contributes to the reduction of the number of road crashes
by as much as 38% [39]. On the other hand, about 80% of cyclists believe that the use of
bright-coloured bicycle jackets/vests increases their safety of participation in traffic [39,40].
At night, bicyclists are insufficiently visible to motor vehicle drivers since a small number of
bicyclists wear reflective vests [41]. More than half of bicyclists believe that bicycle lights are
more effective than reflective vests, which is their reported reason for not wearing reflective
vests [42]. Wood et al. [41] studied the impact of reflective clothing on the conspicuity
of bicyclists in traffic. The obtained results showed that cycling clothing, bicycle lights,
and the age of drivers significantly affected the ability of drivers to recognize bicyclists in
night-time driving conditions. Wood et al. [41] determined that wearing reflective vests
and ankle and knee reflectors increased the conspicuity of bicyclists in traffic, i.e., made
them visible at 5.9 times longer distance than when the bicyclists wore black clothing and
at 3.1 times longer distance than when the bicyclists wore only reflective vests [41].

1.4. Traffic Safety Situation

In the Republic of Serbia, where this research was conducted, bicyclists make up 9%
of all traffic fatalities [43]. In the Republic of Serbia, less than 1% of all trips are made
by bicycle [44]. In Belgrade, where this experimental research was conducted, there are
about 50,000 bicycles (Belgrade has about 1,400,000 inhabitants [45]). Due to the COVID-19
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pandemic, bicycle traffic in this territory is becoming increasingly popular. As many as 9%
of respondents who did not use a bicycle before the COVID-19 pandemic have the desire
to switch to bicycle use [44,46]. The most frequent types of road crashes between motor
vehicles and bicycles were crashes happening while travelling in the same direction (57%)
and side collisions (28%) [43].

Having in mind the above-mentioned facts and issues, the aim of this paper was
to examine the impact of different e-bicycle speeds on the lateral distance between the
overtaking motor vehicle and the bicyclist. In addition, the paper studied the effect of
wearing protective helmets and/or reflective vests on the lateral distance when overtaking
an e-bicycle. The passing lateral distances of different motor vehicle categories when
overtaking e-bicycles were separately analysed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Conducting the Experiment

In this research, a KTM electric bicycle was used, and a Philips Harris ultrasonic
sensor was mounted on its frame for measuring the overtaking lateral distance of vehicles
when overtaking the e-bicycle. The display showing the read data was installed on the
e-bicycle handlebar. There was an installed speedometer next to the display which helped
the e-bicyclist control the travelling speed at any moment. The data were recorded using
a GoPro camera (Country of purchase: Serbia, Country of production: China)(it features
5.3 K video and 27 MP photos, plus Emmy® Award-winning HyperSmooth 5.0 stabilization
and dual LCD screens for framing shots) (Figure 1). The camera registered the required
information and recorded the vehicles overtaking the e-bicyclist. In addition to the visual
recording, the camera also recorded sound, so that the cyclist could verbally draw attention
to important details while riding, which would help in data processing (current scenario of
the experiment including speed, helmet, vest, etc.; deviation from the ideal trajectory, set
speeds, etc.).
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Figure 1. Presentation of the ultrasonic sensor used in the experiment (a) and an example of the video
recording (b).

The method of conducting this research and the scenarios were carried out according
to the methodology of the conducted studies [24,35]. As in the paper by Walker [35], in
this research, the vehicles were also divided into seven groups (passenger cars, light goods
vehicles, heavy goods vehicles, buses, motorcycles, SUVs, and taxis). It should be noted
that no taxi vehicle belonged to the SUV category. The e-bicyclist travelled at 0.5 m from
the right edge of the road. In our experiment, a laser fixed to the bicycle frame and pointed
to the right edge of the road allowed the rider to maintain a constant lateral distance of
0.5 m between the right edge of the road and the bicycle’s centreline. The laser’s beam
pointed to the 0.5 m distance. The Law on Road Traffic Safety forbids bicyclists in Serbia
to cycle at distances farther than 1 m from the right edge of the road [30]. In the country
where this research was conducted, there is no legally defined minimum lateral distance
when overtaking a(n) (e-)bicycle. During the experiment, the largest part of the equipment
was hidden from the rider’s visual field in order to obtain as realistic conditions as possible.
The research was conducted in April in the middle of the working week (on Tuesday,
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Wednesday, and Thursday). The experiment took place during the period from 9 to 10 a.m.
and from 5 to 6 p.m. in order to avoid peak traffic hours. The temperature was in the range
of 16 ◦C to 28 ◦C. The outdoor light varied between 50,000 lux and 80,000 lux.

Measurement of the lateral distance of the vehicle overtaking the e-bicycle was per-
formed when the bicyclist wore a helmet, when the bicyclist wore a reflective vest, and
when the bicyclist wore neither a helmet nor a reflective vest [24,35]. In addition, three dif-
ferent speeds of electric bicycles were used in this study (25 km/h, 30 km/h, and 35 km/h).
According to the Law on Traffic Safety, it is not compulsory to wear a protective helmet
and a reflective vest when cycling in the Republic of Serbia.

The data regarding the moment of the bicyclist’s manoeuvring due to certain objects
(potholes in the road, cars, and passengers) were not considered in the analysis. Similarly,
other data which did not correspond to the defined methodology of the experiment (for
example, inappropriate e-bicycle speed) were not taken into account. The same e-bicyclist
was constantly used for the needs of the experiment. The study was not conducted on
humans, so this study did not require IRB (Institutional Review Board) approval. During
the experiment, the e-bicyclist experienced 5 situations in which he had to move in order to
avoid road crashes. The collection of the data required for this research was conducted by
means of a thorough and detailed analysis of the video material from the cameras used in
the experiment. All the situations which did not correspond to the defined methodology of
the paper were excluded from the total sample.

2.2. Location

The experiment was carried out in the territory of the city of Belgrade. Out of the
analysed 6 potential sections for conducting the experiment, the section fulfilling all the
requirements for conducting the experiment was selected (the requirements included the
safety of participants, variety of vehicle categories in the traffic flow, and technical and
operational characteristics of the road, i.e., there are no curves on sections of road). The
section length is 7 km, and it is located in an inhabited part of the city, in the wider city
centre area (Figure 2). The observed section is a two-lane road with one lane in each
direction. The width of one traffic lane is 3 m and there is a shoulder between 0.2 and 1.5 m
wide. The road with the specified width was tendentiously chosen so that motor vehicles
would overtake the electric bicycle only in situations when there are no other vehicles
from the opposite direction. In some places along the mentioned route, there is a sidewalk
between 1.5 and 3 m wide. The carriageway is of good quality, and the road contains all the
required elements of horizontal (broken and unbroken lines, etc.) and vertical signalization.
The observed street is used by approximately 5000 vehicles daily (AADT). The speed limit
on this section is 50 km/h.

2.3. Characteristics of the Electric Bicycle, Helmet, and Reflective Vest

The technical description of the characteristics of the driver’s protective equipment is
shown in Table 1 and in Figure 3.

2.4. Collecting and Processing Data

The video camera recordings were analysed, and the data were entered in the sta-
tistical software package IBM SPSS Statistics v. 28. The analysis of the video recording
was performed by three members of the team at the same time in order to reduce the
possibility of error and to adjust all the data. The following data were extracted from the
video material:

• E-bicycle riding scenario (e-bicycle speed: categorical variable—25 km/h (NT = 375),
30 km/h (NT = 441), and 35 km/h (NT = 412); use of equipment: categorical
variable—helmet (NT = 356), reflective vest (NT = 277), helmet and reflective vest
(NT = 260), no equipment (NT = 335));
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• Vehicle categories (categorical variable: passenger cars (NT = 981), light goods vehicles
(NT = 58), heavy goods vehicles (NT = 28), buses (NT = 34), motorcycles (NT = 25),
SUVs (NT = 60), and taxis (NT = 42));

• Lateral distance of the motor vehicle when overtaking the e-bicycle (continuous vari-
able: units—meter and centimetre).

Table 1. Description of the characteristics of the driver protective equipment.

Driver Protective Equipment Description

E-bicycle

A KTM electric bicycle named “MACINA Moto 11” was
used in the research. The frame of the e-bicycle is grey and
made of aluminium; the motor is “Bosch drive unit 36
V–250 W”, the battery is “Powerpack 13.8 Ah—500 Wh”,
and the wheel size is “29”. The bicycle has three riding
modes: riding without using the electric motor, riding using
the electric motor as an assistance to pedalling, and riding
using the electric motor. The maximum speed of this
e-bicycle is 45 km/h, while its maximum range of 80 km
was used in the research.

Helmet

The helmet used in this research is “Uvex City 9”, black,
weighing 440 g, intended for e-bicycle users, made in
accordance with the standard “EN 1078/NTA 8776:2016”,
with reflective straps and logos.

Reflective vest

The test bicyclist wore a fluorescent yellow bicycling vest
with silver retroreflective material on the shoulders and
front and back totalling about 400 cm2 (Wood et al., 2012 [41]).
Figure 3 shows an e-bicycle rider with a protective helmet,
with a vest, with a helmet and vest, and without equipment
(helmet and vest).
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well as without equipment (helmet and vest) (d).

The normality of the distribution was tested using an inspection of histograms and
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Since the data for all the measured variables were normally
distributed, parametric methods were used. The analysis of variance (ANOVA), three-way
ANOVA, two-way ANOVA, and t-test were used to assess the significance of differences.
The Bonferroni post hoc test was used for additional comparison between groups [47,48].
The main hypothesis (H0) was: There are no significant differences in the lateral distance
between the e-bicycle and the overtaking vehicle depending on the equipment use and
riding conditions. The alternative hypotheses (Ha) were:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). There are statistically significant differences in the lateral distance between the
e-bicycle and the overtaking vehicle depending on the e-bicycle speed (25 km/h, 30 km/h, 35 km/h).

Hypothesis 2 (H2). There are statistically significant differences in the lateral distance between
the e-bicycle and the overtaking vehicle depending on the e-bicyclist’s use of the protective helmet
and reflective vest.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). There are statistically significant differences in the lateral distance between
the e-bicycle and the overtaking vehicle depending on the e-bicyclist’s use of the protective helmet.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). There are statistically significant differences in the lateral distance between
the e-bicycle and the overtaking vehicle depending on the e-bicyclist’s use of the reflective vest.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). There are statistically significant differences in the lateral distance between the
e-bicycle and the overtaking vehicle depending on the category of the vehicle overtaking the e-bicycle.

The threshold for statistical significance (a) was set to 5%.

3. Results and Analysis of Results

This section provides an analysis of the experimental results in order to show the
potential differences in the lateral distances when motor vehicles overtake e-bicycles in vari-
ous situations. A total sample of 1384 vehicles was collected in the experiment. However, an
additional 151 vehicles were excluded from the total sample due to traffic situations which
deviated from the defined methodology (e.g., passing pedestrians, the presence of potholes
in roads, uneven speed of the e-bicycle) as well as 5 vehicles due to situations where the
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driver had to deviate from the given movement paths. Thus, a sample of 1228 vehicles
was used in the experiment. The average lateral distance at which motor vehicle drivers
overtake e-bicyclists amounted to 1.30 m.

3.1. Electric Bicycle Speed

The results of the ANOVA showed statistically significant differences in the mean
overtaking lateral distance between the overtaking motor vehicles and the e-bicycle de-
pending on the e-bicycle speed (F = 121.731; p < 0.001). The Bonferroni post hoc test
showed differences in the lateral distance of vehicles overtaking the electric bicycle in
the different conditions including when the e-bicycle moved at the speeds of 25 km/h
and 30 km/h (p < 0.001) and when the e-bicyclist travelled at the speeds of 25 km/h and
35 km/h (p < 0.001). In addition, there were statistically significant differences in the over-
taking lateral distance of the vehicles passing the e-bicycle in the conditions when the
e-bicycle moved at the speed of 30 km/h and 35 km/h (p = 0.032). The faster the e-bicyclist
travelled, the shorter the lateral distance of the overtaking vehicles (for the test speeds
25 km/h, 30 km/h, and 35 km/h, the average lateral distance when overtaking the e-bicycle
was 1.59 m, 1.23 m, and 1.17 m, respectively).

3.2. (Non) Use of Helmets and Reflective Vests

When the e-bicyclist used a helmet and a reflective vest, drivers overtook him at
a lateral distance of 1.20 m. When the bicyclist wore neither a helmet nor a reflective
vest, drivers overtook him at a greater lateral distance (1.51 m). The results of the t-test
showed statistically significant differences between the lateral distance when overtaking an
e-bicycle for the two mentioned situations (t = 4.165; p = 0.042).

3.2.1. Helmets

The results of the t-test showed statistically significant differences between the lateral
distance when overtaking an e-bicycle and the use of helmets (t = 5.489; p = 0.019). When
the e-bicyclist wore a helmet (the average lateral distance when overtaking e-bicyclists with
helmets was 1.17 m), vehicles overtook him at shorter lateral distances than when he did
not wear the protective helmet (the average lateral distance when overtaking e-bicyclists
without helmets was 1.51 m).

3.2.2. Reflective Vest

Additional analyses were carried out to establish whether the use of a reflective vest
had any impact on the lateral distance when overtaking an e-bicycle. Motor vehicle drivers
overtook e-bicyclists wearing reflective vests at shorter lateral distances than the e-bicyclists
not wearing reflective vests (the average lateral distance when overtaking an e-bicycle with
a reflective vest and without a reflective vest amounted to 1.25 m and 1.51 m, respectively),
but this finding did not reach statistical significance.

3.2.3. Summary Regarding Helmets and Reflective Vests

From the obtained results, it can be concluded that there are statistically significant
differences between the non-use of the equipment and wearing a helmet only (t = 5.489;
p = 0.019), as well as between the non-use of the equipment and wearing both a helmet and
a reflective vest (t = 4.165; p = 0.042). These results apply to all speed testing and all vehicle
categories. The results showed that if the cyclist used equipment of any type, the vehicles
overtook him at a shorter lateral distance, while in situations when the cyclist did not use
the equipment, the vehicles overtook him at a greater distance.

3.3. Vehicle Category

The analysis of the lateral distance when overtaking an e-bicycle per vehicle category
showed that heavy goods vehicles had the greatest lateral distance when overtaking
(2.06 m), followed by taxi vehicles (1.38 m) and passenger cars (1.32 m). Due to the
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motorcycle dimensions and smaller space required for overtaking, as it had been expected,
motorcycle riders achieved a shorter average lateral distance when overtaking the e-bicycle
(0.80 m) than the other vehicle categories. SUV drivers had a much shorter lateral distance
(0.95 m) when overtaking the e-bicycle than the other vehicle drivers (Figure 4). The
stated findings were confirmed using the ANOVA test results, which showed statistically
significant differences in the lateral distance between different vehicle categories overtaking
e-bicycles (F = 121.730; p < 0.001). The detailed results of the “post hoc” test per vehicle
category are presented in Table 2.
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Figure 4. Average lateral distance when overtaking an e-bicycle according to vehicle categories.

Table 2. Statistically significant results for lateral distance when overtaking an e-bicycle according to
vehicle categories.

Categories of Vehicles SUV Motorcycle Taxi Heavy Goods Vehicles

Passenger cars 0.001 * 0.001 *

Light goods vehicles 0.015 * 0.002 *

Bus 0.001 *

SUV / 0.002 * 0.001 *

Motorcycle / 0.001 * 0.001 *

Taxi / 0.002 *

Heavy goods vehicles /
*—The statistically significant results of the lateral distance when overtaking an e-bicycle for vehicle categories
(p < 0.05).

3.4. Comprehensive Analysis of Factors

A three-factor analysis of variance for different groups (three-way ANOVA) examined
the impact of the “speed of the e-bicycle (25 km/h, 30 km/h and 35 km/h)”, “use of
the equipment (Helmet, Reflective vest, Helmet and reflective vest, without helmet and
reflective vest)”, and “vehicle category (Passenger cars, Light goods vehicles, Bus, SUV,
Motorcycle, Taxi, Heavy goods vehicles)”, on the lateral distance when overtaking an
e-bicycle. There was a statistically significant individual impact of the vehicle category on
the overtaking lateral distance (F = 15.11, p < 0.001) (Table 3). This impact was medium
(Partial Eta2 = 0.07) [49]. The level of the bicyclists’ equipment and their speed had no
impact on the overtaking lateral distance.
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Table 3. Results of the impact of protective equipment, e-bicycle speed, and vehicle category on the
lateral distance when overtaking an e-bicycle, based on the three-way ANOVA.

df F p Partial Eta2

E-bicycle speed 2 1.044 0.352 0.002

Protective equipment 3 1.859 0.135 0.005

Vehicle category 6 15.118 0.000 0.073

E-bicycle speed * Protective equipment 6 2.752 0.012 0.014

E-bicycle speed * Vehicle category 12 2.021 0.020 0.020

Protective equipment * Vehicle category 18 1.066 0.382 0.016

E-bicycle speed * Protective equipment *
Vehicle category 20 0.986 0.476 0.017

* combination of factors.

After the individual effects of the three variables had been examined, the impact of
the interaction of these variables was studied. The interaction of the bicyclist’s speed and
used equipment was statistically significant (F = 2.75, p = 0.012). The effect of this impact
was small (Partial Eta2 = 0.014). In addition, the interaction between the speed and vehicle
category was statistically significant (F = 2.02, p = 0.02), with a small effect on the speed
(Partial Eta2 = 0.02). The interaction between the equipment and vehicle category had no
statistically significant effect on the dependent variable, and neither did the interaction of
speed, equipment, and vehicle category. In addition, the individual effect of speed and
equipment was not statistically significant. The vehicle category, bicyclist’s speed and used
equipment explained 27.2% of the variance of the dependent variable (Adjusted R2 = 0.272).

In order to show a more detailed interaction of the speed with the level of the equip-
ment used by the e-bicyclist, as well as with the vehicle category, additional two-factor
analyses of variance (two-way ANOVA) were conducted. Next, the results of the sub-
groups related to different speeds were considered. The results of the subgroup including
e-bicycles travelling at the 25 km/h speed showed that, in this group, only the vehicle
category had a statistically significant effect on the overtaking lateral distance (F = 7.29,
p = 0.000), while the effect size was large (Partial Eta2 = 0.131). At the 25 km/h speed,
heavy goods vehicles had the largest overtaking lateral distance (M = 2.15, SD = 0.67), while
motorcycles had the smallest lateral distance (M = 0.84, SD = 0.13). The vehicle category
also had an impact on the overtaking speed when observing the 30 km/h group (F = 4.58,
p < 0.001), while the effect on the dependent variable was medium (Partial Eta2 = 0.062).
At the speed of 30 km/h, heavy goods vehicles had the largest overtaking lateral dis-
tance (M = 1.80, SD = 0.01), while motorcycles had the smallest lateral distance (M = 0.82,
SD = 0.14). Finally, at the 35 km/h speed, only the vehicle category had a statistically
significant impact on the overtaking lateral distance (F = 6.05, p < 0.001), with a medium
effect on the dependent variable (Partial Eta2 = 0.074). At the speed of 35 km/h, heavy
goods vehicles also had the largest overtaking lateral distance (M = 2.12, SD = 0.01), while
motorcycles had the smallest lateral distance (M = 0.78, SD = 0.31).

4. Discussion

The results obtained and presented in this study are rather worrying. The following
alternative hypotheses were accepted:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). There are statistically significant differences in the lateral distance between
the e-bicycle and the overtaking vehicle depending on the e-bicycle speed.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). There are statistically significant differences in the lateral distance between
the e-bicycle and the overtaking vehicle depending on the e-bicyclist’s use of the protective helmet
and reflective vest.
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Hypothesis 3 (H3). There are statistically significant differences in the lateral distance between
the e-bicycle and the overtaking vehicle depending on the e-bicyclist’s use of the protective helmet.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). There are statistically significant differences in the lateral distance between the
e-bicycle and the overtaking vehicle depending on the category of the vehicle overtaking the e-bicycle.

On the other hand, the following alternative hypothesis was rejected:

Hypothesis 4 (H4) . There are statistically significant differences in the lateral distance between
the e-bicycle and the overtaking vehicle depending on the e-bicyclist’s use of the reflective vest.

According to research by Ampe et al., the lateral clearance distance of a motorized
vehicle while overtaking a cyclist is a key indicator of safety [24]. The results state that the
faster speed of e-bicycles results in the shorter lateral distance of the vehicles overtaking
them. They lead to the conclusion that the probability of traffic collision occurrence is higher
if the lateral distance when overtaking an e-bicycle is shorter. If a traffic collision involving
an e-bicycle and a motor vehicle occurs at faster speeds, the injuries of the e-bicyclist will be
more serious, as confirmed in the study by Dozza et al. [5]. The stated results show that the
increase of technical and operational characteristics of (electric) bicycles, i.e., increase in the
e-bicycle speed, encourages motor vehicle drivers to regard e-bicycles as their equivalents
in traffic and not perceive them as vulnerable road users. Moreover, the increase in the e-
bicycle speed reduces the difference between the speeds of the motor vehicle and e-bicycle,
so the motor vehicle driver requires more time and space for overtaking the e-bicycle. This
might be one of the causes of the reduced lateral distance between the e-bicycle and the
overtaking vehicle due to the increased e-bicycle speed.

In a study conducted by Ampe et al., the research results show that drivers of motor
vehicles adjust their overtaking manoeuvre when overtaking cyclists carrying a child in
the bicycle seat keeping larger and, therefore, safer lateral distances [24]. In addition, the
results of the study show that motor vehicle drivers overtake e-bicycles at shorter lateral
distances if e-bicyclists wear protective helmets, in comparison with the situations when
e-bicyclists do not use helmets. These results are in concordance with the findings of
Walker [35,36] regarding bicyclists. The difference in the lateral distance when overtaking
e-bicycles depending on whether e-bicyclists wear helmets or not can be explained by the
fact that motor vehicle drivers frequently believe that bicyclists wearing helmets are more
serious, sensible, and predictable road users than the bicyclists not wearing helmets [37,39].
The same results were presented in the study conducted by Basford et al. [50]. However,
a re-analysis of 2355 events of motor vehicles overtaking bicyclists described by Walker
included the data regarding the bicyclist’s lateral distance from the edge of the road, vehicle
size and colour, observed city, period of the day, whether the overtaking occurred on cycle
lanes, and whether a bicyclist wore a protective helmet. This re-analysis showed that
there was no correlation between helmet use and shorter lateral distances of passing motor
vehicles [36]. The study conducted by Basford et al. [50] states that the decision regarding
the (non)use of helmets affects the vehicle drivers’ perception of bicyclists. This perception
might result in a behaviour change, and it may have an impact on increasing the lateral
distance of motor vehicles when overtaking bicyclists. The results presented in our study
are similar to the mentioned studies, although our results refer to e-bicycles. Namely, the
results of our study show that there are statistically significant differences between the use
of a helmet and the lateral distance when overtaking an e- bicycle. When an e-bicycle rider
wears a helmet, vehicles overtake him at a shorter distance, unlike when he is not using
a helmet.

The results of this paper show that the greatest lateral distance when overtaking the
e-bicycle was recorded for heavy goods vehicles (2.06), taxi vehicles (1.38 m) and passenger
cars (1.32 m). Motorcyclists had the shortest overtaking lateral distance (0.80 m) when
passing the e-bicycle. In comparison to other vehicle drivers, SUV vehicle drivers (0.95 m)
had much shorter lateral distances when overtaking the e-bicycle. The explanation for
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such behaviour of SUV drivers can be found in the studies by Coughenour et al. [51] and
Lönnqvist et al. [52], who stated that drivers of expensive cars, which include SUV vehicles,
are prone to unethical driving behaviour and are less tolerant of other road users. This
vehicle category has been increasingly prevalent in traffic, so the results are worrying
because of the probability of road crashes occurring due to these short overtaking lateral
distances. The research by Walker [35] indicates that buses and heavy goods vehicles
overtake bicyclists at short lateral distances, while the shortest lateral distance when
overtaking the bicyclist was registered for SUVs. These results are not in accordance with
the results obtained and presented in this study. There are numerous reasons for this,
some of them being the 10-year difference between these two studies, differences in the
research methodology and research area, as well as the potential differences arising from
the research subject: bicycles and e-bicycles. In their study conducted in 2014, Walker et al.
concluded that it was requisite to carry out infrastructural, educational, and legal measures
in order to prevent overtaking bicyclists at short lateral distances. Educational measures
are of great importance as their aim is ensuring safe overtaking of bicyclists, i.e., overtaking
bicyclists at greater lateral distances. The mentioned findings and suggestions should be
used and applied for the education of drivers of all vehicle categories regarding lateral
distance when overtaking e-bicycles.

5. Conclusions

Based on the data collected and analysed, the conclusions of this research can be
classified into three categories:

5.1. E-Bicycle Speed

The results obtained in this study show that there is a statistically significant difference
between different e-bicycle speeds and the lateral distance when overtaking the e-bicycle by
motor vehicles. The faster the speed of e-bicycles, the shorter the lateral distance between
the overtaking motor vehicle and the e-bicycle being overtaken.

5.2. Helmet and Reflective Vests

The results showed that there is a statistically significant difference between the use of
different protective equipment by the e-bicycle rider and the distance when overtaking the
e-bicycle. First, the results showed that when an e-bicyclist wears a protective helmet, the
lateral distance between the vehicles overtaking the e-bicycle and the e-bicycle decreases
with the increase of the e-bicycle speed. In addition, there are differences in the lateral
distance of the vehicles overtaking the e-bicycle between the situations when the e-bicyclist
wears a helmet and a reflective vest and the situation when the e-bicyclist does not use
this equipment. Motor vehicle drivers keep shorter lateral distances when the e-bicyclist
wears a helmet and a reflective vest. As well, there are differences in the lateral distance of
the vehicles overtaking the e-bicycle between the situations when the e-bicyclist wears a
helmet and the situation when the e-bicyclist does not wear the protective helmet. When
the e-bicyclist wears a helmet, the lateral distance between the e-bicycle and the overtaking
vehicles is shorter than when the e-bicyclist does not wear a protective helmet. In a
situation when the e-bicyclist wears a reflective vest, motor vehicle drivers keep shorter
lateral distances when overtaking the e-bicyclist than in the situation when the e-bicyclist
does not wear a reflective vest, but this finding did not reach statistical significance. Finally,
when it comes to the (not)use of protective equipment, if the e-bicyclist does not use any
equipment, vehicles kept greater lateral distances from the e-bicycle when overtaking it, as
opposed to the situation when the e-cyclist uses certain pieces of equipment.

5.3. (Non) Use of Helmets and Reflective Vests

The results of the interaction between speed and the category of the vehicle overtaking
the e-bicycle lead to the conclusion that for all three tested speeds, there are statistically
significant differences between two vehicle categories: motorcycles (the shortest lateral
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distance) and heavy goods vehicles (the greatest lateral distance). On the other hand, the
interactions between the protective equipment and vehicle category, speed, and protective
equipment, as well as the interaction between speed, protective equipment, and vehicle
category, show no statistically significant effect on the lateral distance when overtaking
an e-bicycle.

5.4. Vehicle Categories

When it comes to lateral distance when overtaking an e-bicycle according to vehicle
categories, the shortest lateral distance when overtaking an e-bicycle was registered for the
drivers of motorcycles and SUVs, while the longest lateral distances were recorded for the
drivers of heavy goods vehicles and taxi vehicles.

6. Recommendations

Earlier published research conducted on this topic presented a starting point for the
preparation and conducting of this research. However, this research differs significantly
from the previous research because they did not take into account the e-bicycle means of
transportation. This is the first research that involves an e-bicycle as a means of transporta-
tion in this kind of experiment.

The obtained results, which primarily refer to the lateral distance obtained when the
e-bicyclist wears the protective helmet, show that the lateral distance between the e-bicycle
and the vehicle overtaking it decreases with the increase of the e-bicycle speed. Therefore,
in the countries where the use of protective helmets is not compulsory, e-bicyclists should
still wear them.

It should be mentioned that when it comes to e-bicycles, there are more “collisions”
registered with “heavy” vehicles (buses and trucks) and fewer with “light” vehicles (cars
and vans), than it is the case with bicycles [23,53]. In addition, the results of this study
showed that the lateral distance when overtaking an e-bicycle was shorter when the e-
bicycle speed was faster. Knowing that the e-bicycle speed and battery performance are
constantly being improved, one can predict the serious problems related to the road safety
of e-bicyclists. Therefore, the research on e-bicyclists and all other vehicle categories
should be conducted on a regular basis. In addition, speed limit ranges for vehicles and
e-bicycles should be carefully defined. These results are especially important for creating
legal solutions regarding the speed limit of e-bicycles, both in settlements and outside
settlements. This is extremely important for countries that do not have a specifically defined
speed limit for e-bicycles in their laws (on the roads, restrictions for motor vehicles apply
to e-cyclists, while there is no speed limit for e- bicycles on bicycle paths and bicycle lanes).
One of those countries is the Republic of Serbia, the country where this research was
conducted. On the other hand, the results should be promoted and analysed during the
introduction of various transport policies, primarily in an effort to improve sustainable
urban mobility. Moreover, drivers must be educated on the vulnerability of e-bicyclists.
Although the results of this work are focused on the user perspective (e-bicycles speed,
use of equipment, etc.), it is necessary to pay attention to the creation of infrastructure for
a safe traffic system (e.g., construction of bicycle paths, lanes, shoulder, etc.), but also a
system that supports e-mobility (for example, e-bicycles chargers, resorts, etc.). On the
other hand, e-bicyclists should be informed about the potential dangers. At the same time,
the use of e-bicycles should be constantly promoted due to their various benefits: apart
from improving health and protecting the environment, their use reduces traffic congestion
in the cities and crowds in car parks.

7. Future Research

Since this issue is affected by numerous factors, future research should include dif-
ferent test speed ranges (e.g., 15 km/h, 20 km/h, 40 km/h, 45 km/h, etc.), different road
categories (with/without a median), different road weather conditions, as well as different
helmets and cycling suit colours.
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8. Limitation

One of the members of the research team, who has many years of experience in riding
an e-bicycle, participated in the experiment as the only e-bicycle rider. The said driver was
familiar with the paper methodology. The paper does not include an analysis of the results
of the different characteristics of the cyclist (by experience, gender, and age). This choice is
justified for security and methodological reasons.
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